
Mathematis 133 { Intensive Calulus for Siene 1Disussion 1 { Linear and Exponential Funtions, ontinuedSeptember 7, 2005Working in a GroupSine this is the �rst of the disussion lass of the semester, a few words about thisway of working are probably in order. In the disussion meetings of this lass, we will beaiming for ollaborative learning { that is, for an integrated group e�ort in analyzing andattaking the disussion questions where everyone in eah of the groups is fully involved inthe proess. The idea is that, by atively partiipating in the lass through talking aboutthe ideas yourself in your own words, you an ome to a better �rst understanding of whatis going on than if you simply listen to someone else (even me!) talk about it. However,to get the most out of this kind of work, some of you may have to adjust some of yourpreoneptions. In partiular:� This is not a ompetition. You and your fellow group members are working as a team,and the goal is to have everyone understand what the group does fully.� At di�erent times, it is inevitable that di�erent people within the group will have amore omplete grasp of what you are working on and others will have a less ompletegrasp. Dealing with this a group setting is exellent preparation for real work in ateam (the way many desirable jobs in the real world are strutured); it also o�ersopportunities for signi�ant eduational experienes:� If you feel totally "lueless" at some point and everyone else seems to be "getting it,"your job will be to ask questions and get your fellow group members to explain whatthey are saying until you are fully satis�ed. (Don't forget, the others may be jumpingto unwarranted onlusions, and your questions may save the group from pursuing anerroneous train of thought!)� On the other hand, when you think you do see something, you need to be willing toexplain it patiently to others. (Don't forget, the absolutely best way to make sureyou really understand something is to be able to explain it to someone else. If you areskipping over an important point in your thinking, it an beome very apparent whenyou set out to onvey your ideas to a team member.)In short, everyone has something to ontribute, and everyone will ontribute in di�erentways at di�erent times.BakgroundWe have seen that linear funtions an be desribed by equations y = mx + b ory = m(x � x1) + y1. Exponential funtions, on the other hand look like y = bax. In the�rst question, we will explore some of the information that is ontained in the equation,and how that relates to the graphs of linear funtions. Finally question D deals with thedi�erene between exponential and linear funtions. (Turn over for questions).1



Disussion QuestionsA) (No graphing alulators on this question!) Do problem 11 from Setion 1.1 (page 7)of the text. Give full explanations of how you are mathing the formulas with the graphs,in one or more omplete sentenes.B) Reall that saying a quantity y is (diretly) proportional to another quantity x is thesame as saying y = kx for some onstant k.1) Explain why saying that y is (diretly) proportional to quantity x says that y is alinear funtion of x.2) For example, the irumferene of a irle is proportional to the radius of the irle.What is the onstant of proportionality in that ase?3) Write as a formula: "the energy E expended by a swimming dolphin is proportionalto the ube of its speed v."C) One potentially triky point in setion 1.2 in our text is the distintion between growthrates and ontinuous growth rates. Here's the \run-down": Saying P grows or deays at arate of r% per time unit means P (t) = P0(1 + r=100)t. r > 0 means growth; r < 0 meansdeay. (For instane in our ity example from lass on Tuesday, where growth rate was2% per year we had P (t) = 10(1:02)t.) On the other hand, saying P grows or deays at aontinuous rate of k means P is written in terms of the \natural exponential" funtion asP (t) = P0ekt. For instane, k = :10 might be desribed as a 10% ontinuous growth rate.Similarly k = �:05 might be desribed as a 5% ontinuous deay rate.1) Write the formula for a funtion for P (t) growing at a 3% annual rate with P (0) = 15.2) Write the formula for a funtion for P (t) growing at a 3% ontinuous annual rate withP (0) = 15.3) Are your funtions in 1 and 2 the same? Write your funtion in 2 in the form P (t) =P0at for some a and ompare with 1.D) Do problem 38 from Setion 1.2 (page 17) of the text. Explain how you are �lling inthe table.AssignmentOne write-up per group of solutions for these problems, due Thursday, September 8.
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